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There are so many books out there-boring, predictable books-about a charming, good-looking protagonist; a
dashing hero facing impossible odds who saves the day after a giant, vapid climax. Good guys over here; bad
guys over there. But not OXYGEN DEBT. Its anti-hero, Clay Griffin, is a real mess. His bulbous nose juts
out like a ship's full-sailed mast; his fattened cheeks are pitted with acne scars that cast shadows like a lunar
relief map. He's got a mullet that he feathers with a dandruff-speckled plastic comb. He listens religiously to
Bob Seger while he drives his fourth-generation 1978 Chevy Nova from his one-room apartment to a real
dandy of a job--fishing pieces of meat out of an industrial-sized bone grinder at a meat packing plant in a
fictitious Nebraskan town. One day in the middle of this ugly monotony, Clay's boss summons him to his
office and fires him. This spurs Clay to action. He declares war on his dead-end life. Hell-bent to turn things
around, he heads west on a cross-country Odyssey where he gets pummeled by a golf club-wielding
convenience store attendant, saved by Samaritans (who he subsequently steals from), taken under the wing of
a corrupt foreman who abuses wayward Mexican day laborers, involved in an internecine turf war between
opposing homeless shelter gangs under the stewardship of a tonsured Franciscan monk, and eventually
mingled in a romantic relationship with an enigmatic woman, Karen. Karen changes his life. A world-class
marathoner, Karen introduces him to the world of running. She helps him lose weight and gain confidence by
training him to run his first marathon. She picks him up and builds him into something he's never become:
fit, happy, and madly in love. Clay has never been happier, in fact. And so they got married and live happily
ever after, right? Not quite. There's a lot more to Karen. And there's a lot more to Clay too. Read OXYGEN
DEBT to find out.
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From reader reviews:

Michael Bennett:

The guide untitled Oxygen Debt is the reserve that recommended to you to read. You can see the quality of
the reserve content that will be shown to you. The language that author use to explained their way of doing
something is easily to understand. The article author was did a lot of research when write the book, so the
information that they share to your account is absolutely accurate. You also can get the e-book of Oxygen
Debt from the publisher to make you a lot more enjoy free time.

Lawanda Beverly:

Oxygen Debt can be one of your nice books that are good idea. All of us recommend that straight away
because this book has good vocabulary that can increase your knowledge in language, easy to understand, bit
entertaining but nevertheless delivering the information. The writer giving his/her effort to set every word
into enjoyment arrangement in writing Oxygen Debt but doesn't forget the main point, giving the reader the
hottest as well as based confirm resource details that maybe you can be one of it. This great information can
easily drawn you into fresh stage of crucial pondering.

Juan Crowe:

Do you one of the book lovers? If so, do you ever feeling doubt if you are in the book store? Try and pick
one book that you find out the inside because don't assess book by its handle may doesn't work here is
difficult job because you are afraid that the inside maybe not as fantastic as in the outside appearance likes.
Maybe you answer is usually Oxygen Debt why because the excellent cover that make you consider
concerning the content will not disappoint anyone. The inside or content is usually fantastic as the outside or
perhaps cover. Your reading 6th sense will directly guide you to pick up this book.

Robert Holt:

That guide can make you to feel relax. That book Oxygen Debt was colourful and of course has pictures
around. As we know that book Oxygen Debt has many kinds or type. Start from kids until teens. For
example Naruto or Investigation company Conan you can read and believe that you are the character on
there. So , not at all of book tend to be make you bored, any it makes you feel happy, fun and chill out. Try
to choose the best book to suit your needs and try to like reading this.
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